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Polymer80 To Unveil Exciting New Products at 2022 SHOT Show 
 

DAYTON, Nev. (Jan. 14, 2022) — Polymer80 will be unveiling several new products at this 
year’s SHOT Show, to be held January 18-21 at the Venetian Expo Center and Caesar’s 
Forum in Las Vegas, NV. You can find P80 in booth #10030 on the upper level of the 
Venetian Expo Center. 
 
“Our company proudly designs and develops innovative firearms and after-market 
accessories that provide ways for our customers to participate in the firearms build process,” 
said Loran Kelley, Polymer80’s founder and CEO. “We’re very excited about our new product 
lineup, as well as what we see as a year of big growth for Polymer80.” 
 
Some of the innovative products you will be able to see at the show include: 
 
* PFC9 Optic Cut & PFS9 Optic Cut: Being introduced at SHOT and now available with a 
RMR Optic Cut, the PFC9™ and PFS9™ Complete Pistols combine innovative ergonomics 
and features to provide the ultimate in shoot-ability and comfortable concealment. Built with 
high-strength reinforced polymer construction, the P80® Pistol Frames include our 
aggressive standard texture on the sides, front and backstrap for a supreme grip in multiple 
environments. Our complete slide features front and rear serrations coupled with clean, 
modern lines and a heavy front chamfer which allows effective manipulation and holstering of 
a P80® pistol while maintaining a low-key aesthetic profile. 
 
* AFT Kit: Launched in November and available now, the Polymer80® AFT™ “Assemble For 
Thyself™” Kit contains all the necessary components to build a complete P80® handgun. 
Based on P80’s Next-Gen ergonomics and aesthetic design, the AFT™ Kit is the perfect 
project for DIY gun builders and hobbyists or for anyone wanting to learn how to properly 
assemble a striker-fired pistol. Choose from two unique models: PFC9™ Compact or PFS9™ 
Full Size in black or FDE. This is a disassembled firearm and will require the end user to 
install the pistol parts kit prior to function checking and range testing. 
 
* The PFC9™ and PFS9™ Complete Pistols: Launched in 2021, these pistols combine 
innovative ergonomics and features to provide the ultimate in shoot-ability and comfortable 



concealment. Built with high-strength reinforced polymer construction, the P80® Pistol 
Frames include our aggressive standard texture on the sides, front and backstrap for a 
supreme grip in multiple environments. Our complete slide features front and rear serrations 
coupled with clean, modern lines and a heavy front chamfer which allows effective 
manipulation and holstering of a P80® pistol while maintaining a low-key aesthetic profile. 

* PF320: Get your first look at the exciting new PF320, Polymer80’s first polymer grip 
designed for compatibility with SIG SAUER® components for P320™. Designed and 
manufactured in the USA, the PF320 production pistol boasts P80’s unique front and rear 
slide serrations, optic cut slide, a brushed stainless-steel barrel, Warren Tactical Fiber Optic 
Front Sight and anodized aluminum magwell. The frame is made with P80’s proprietary blend 
of high-strength reinforced polymer and features next generation ergonomics. It’s scheduled 
to ship in the third quarter, but with high demand expected, placing an early order now is an 
excellent idea. 

More information on the complete line of Polymer80 products can be seen at 
www.polymer80.com or by Clicking Here. 

About Polymer80: Polymer80, Inc. designs and develops innovative firearms and after-
market accessories that provide ways for our customers to participate in the build process, 
while expressing their right to bear arms. This provides a fun learning experience and a 
greater sense of pride in their completed firearm, strengthening our brand loyalty. We 
summarize this with our motto of “Engage Your Freedom.” Find out more about us at 
www.polymer80.com.  
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